
Geva Theatre Center         Discussion Questions        Revival: The Resurrection of Son House – May 2019 

 

Before the show 

 

Research the life of Son House. Which elements of his story do you think will be discussed in 

Revival? Why do you think they should be included?  

 

Read the lyrics to some of Son’s songs. What do they have in common? Are there any recurring 

themes? How do you think his lyrics influenced the playwright? 

 

How do you think that Son’s music will be used in Revival? Will it be used to advance the story? 

To comment on what has already happened? To introduce new ideas? 

 

Research a contemporary musician. Who are some of his or her primary influences? Who 

influenced those earlier musicians? How far back can you trace this line of inspiration? Can you 

hear the similarities, and how each artist built on the work of the others? What is consistent? 

What has changed? As you hear Son’s music in Revival, listen for ways that modern musicians 

may have been influenced by his work. 

 

During Revival, the spiritual figures sent to judge Son mention a number of important social, 

cultural, and political events from throughout the 20
th

 century, many of which occurred during 

House’s lifetime. How do you think these events may have impacted Son? What effect do you 

think they might have had on his music?  

 

Revival takes place on earth, as well as in the afterlife. How do you think each of these worlds 

will be represented on stage? What set pieces, costumes, or props do you think will be used to 

keep the two worlds distinct from one another? Could they be used in both locations, and how? 

How do you think that lights and sound will be used to differentiate the two worlds?  

 

In addition to Harlem Renaissance painter Aaron Douglas, the painter Jacob Lawrence was also 

cited as a source of inspiration for Revival’s design team. Research Lawrence’s body of work, 

and watch for his influence in the production. 
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After the show 

 

Why do you think that the playwright chose to explore the particular elements of Son’s story that 

you saw or experienced in Revival? Which other moments or events do you think could have 

been included?  

 

What was your image of a blues musician prior to seeing Revival? Did it change? How much 

were those imaged confirmed or dispelled by Son’s story? 

 

A number of blues musicians who were active during the 1930s and 40s – such as Skip James, 

Mississippi John Hurt, and Bukka White – reemerged in the 1960s and resumed playing concerts 

and recording. Compare the careers of a few of these musicians with Son’s. What are some 

similarities? What are some differences? Did any of them handle their new-found fame 

differently than others? 

 

How did you think that Son House’s music would be used in Revival? Was it used differently 

than you expected? Are there other ways that you would have used his songs to tell this story? 

 

“Witnessing,” or sharing the particulars of your relationship with God, is an important part of 

many Christian celebrations. Consider its use in Revival, and why the playwright chose to 

include it in the story. How would the story have been different without it, and why? 

 

Why do you think that the playwright decided on the specific spiritual figures he chose to pass 

judgment on Son? Which other angels, gods, and deities might he have selected? How would 

they have changed the story?  

 

Which spiritual figure or figures in Revival did you agree – or disagree – with the most? Why? 

How did their argument or point of view impact your appreciation of the story? 

 

Consider the different criteria used in Revival for determining Son’s worthiness of entrance into 

Heaven. What else would you have taken into consideration if you were given such a 

responsibility? 

 

Look at different versions of the afterlife, or an alternate reality, in various art forms. What do 

they share? How do they differ from one another? How did the artists approach the subject? How 

could they, also, have been used as a design element for Revival? 

 


